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Abstract9

Offshore wind technology is rapidly developing and a wind farm can be integrated with off-10

shore power stations. This paper considers as case study a futuristic platform powered by a11

wind farm and three combined cycle units consisting of a gas turbine and an organic Rankine12

cycle (ORC) module. The first aim of this paper is to identify the maximum amount of wind13

power that can be integrated into the system, without compromising the electric grid balance.14

The stability of the grid is tested using a dynamic model of the power system based on first15

principles. Additionally, the dynamics of the system is compared with a simplified plant con-16

sisting of three gas turbines and a wind farm, in order to identify benefits of the installation of17

the ORC system. The maximum allowable wind power is 10 MW for a nominal platform load18

of 30 MW. The results show that the presence of the ORC system allows decreasing frequency19

oscillations and fuel consumptions of the platform, with respect to the simplified configuration.20

On the other hand, the dynamic response of the combined cycle units is slower due to the ther-21

mal inertia of the heat transfer equipment.22

23
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COND Condenser

G electric Generator

GT Gas Turbine

HPC High Pressure Compressor

HPT High Pressure Turbine

LPC Low Pressure Compressor

LPT Low Pressure Turbine

NPV net present value

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory

ORC Organic Rankine Cycle

OTB Once-Through Boiler

PT Power Turbine

R Reliability

SP set point

T organic Rankine cycle Turbine

TIT Turbine Inlet Temperature

WIND Wind turbine

Greek symbols

λ failure rate [failures/y]

ρ density[kg/m3]

Symbols

A flow passage area

c speed of sound [m/s2]

H pump head [m]

It turbulence intensity [-]

ITOT total investment cost [$]

ṁ mass flow rate [kg/s]

Ma Operating and maintenance costs factor that accounts [-]

N rotation speed of the shaft [rpm]
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n number of years

h specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]

hu capacity factor [h/yr]

p pressure [bar]

Pn maximum wind power installable

q interest factor

Ri annual incomes[$]

s specific entropy [kJ/kgK]

T Temperature [C]

V wind speed velocity [m/s]

Subscripts

CO2 carbon dioxide

des design

ng natural gas

in inlet section

th in the throat section

el electric

GAS exhaisted gas

out component discharge

ref reference

1. Introduction1

Offshore oil and gas facilities use inefficient power systems to supply the energy demand2

on board. The primary objective of platform operators is to ensure a continuous fuel produc-3

tion with minimum risk of failure for the plant. Gas turbines (GTs) are the leading technology4

on-board offshore platforms since they offer high reliability, compactness and dynamic flexi-5

bility. On the other hand, the large ratios of the work-to-heat demand impede to adequately use6

the exhaust energy for heating purposes. Moreover, conservative operational strategies further7

deteriorate the energy conversion efficiency during part-load activities.8
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Pollutant reduction and sustainable production are slowly arising as important concerns in the1

oil and gas sector [4]. Carbon tax on combustibles has constituted the primary resource for2

governments to explore the vast potentials in fuel saving and efficiency increase. For instance,3

Norway levies carbon tax on hydrocarbon fuels since 1991. In 2013, the Norwegian parliament4

adopted a forceful measure to alleviate the environmental footprint in the oil and gas industry5

by doubling the taxation to 55 $ per ton of carbon dioxide (CO2) [32]. A direct remedy is the6

removal of on-board power generators by relaying on conveyance of electricity from onshore.7

Recent surveys [2, 17] and operational experience on actual facilities (e.g. the Troll A platform8

in the North Sea [22]) have proved the economic feasibility of high-voltage direct current sys-9

tems for low transportation ranges (≈ 300 km). Capturing and storing the CO2 is also a solution10

to reduce emissions offshore. Floating plants with large power outputs (up to 450 MW) for11

offshore electrification integrating compression, pre-conditioning and CO2 capture are under12

investigation [19, 45]. A drawback is that the sequestration process penalizes the energy con-13

version efficiency (up to 9 %-points [19]). Furthermore, this process does not cope with the14

removal of other pollutants such as sulfur and nitrogen oxide.15

A solution to enhance the system performance is the implementation of a waste heat recovery16

unit at the bottom of the gas turbines. A mature technology is the steam Rankine cycle (SRC).17

Kloster [24] described the existing SRC units in the Oseberg, Eldfisk and Snorre B offshore18

installations. Air bottoming cycles (ABCs) are an alternative to SRC units as they employ19

a non-toxic and inflammable working fluid. Moreover, ABC power modules do not require20

a condenser as they operate as open-cycles. This feature leads to high compactness and low21

weight. Various studies focused on the implementation of ABC units offshore. The results22

proved a low gain in performance despite the low weight and short pay-back time [7, 36, 5].23

Organic Rankine cycle power systems have recently emerged as suitable technology [39, 6].24

Favorable design features are the high modularity, compactness and low weight. With ORCs,25

improvements of the energy conversion efficiency range from 10 % to 20 %, with an additional26

specific weight of 15 - 20 t ·MW-1 [38].27

Research efforts focuses on integrating wind power in oil and gas facilities. The rapid de-28

velopment of offshore wind power technologies enables designing floating turbines for water29

depths up to 700 m [43] and distances from the coast of around 100 km (case of BARD Off-30

shore 1 [27]). The solution is attractive due to the uniform distribution of wind speed and space31
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availability. The integration does not require additional weight and space compared to the im-1

plementation of waste heat recovery units or carbon capture technologies. On the other hand,2

additional challenges related to the stability of the electric network arise, due to the variability3

of this renewable source. As an example, Årdal et al. [1] and Marvik et al. [31] studied how4

the presence of wind turbines could improve the stability of an offshore oil and gas platform5

using voltage controllers. Similarly, He et al. [18] investigated the integration between an off-6

shore oil and gas platform and an offshore wind farm. To the authors’ best knowledge, in all7

previous studies addressing the integration of wind farms on offshore platforms, the platform8

power plants consist of gas turbines only.9

The objective of this paper is to study the dynamic performances of a pioneering oil and gas10

platform. The stand alone power station comprises an offshore wind farm and three gas tur-11

bines, each one coupled with an ORC module. In particular, we aim at answering two research12

questions: i) what is the maximum number of wind turbines for which the stability of the13

platform electric grid is not compromised?, and ii) is the implementation of the ORC units ben-14

eficial for the plant flexibility? A dynamic model of the power system based on first principles15

is developed using the Modelica language. The model is integrated with a time series-based16

model of offshore wind mills. Dynamic tests, e.g., the loss of wind power, are performed to17

determine the maximum frequency excursions and the variations of control and process vari-18

ables. These simulations allow identifying a reasonable size of the wind farm. Additional tests19

are performed using only the gas turbines to evaluate the effect of the ORC units on the system20

dynamics.21

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 deals with the description of case study, while22

Section 3 presents the models of the system components. Section 4 reports the results and23

discussions. Conclusive remarks are given in Section 5.24

2. Case study25

This paper considers a generic the upgrading of an existing offshore oil and gas platform26

located in the North Sea. The floating wind turbines are connected to the stand alone elec-27

tric grid, see Figure 1(a). The wind turbine considered in this work is a reference generator28

developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [23]. The wind turbine is a29

three-blade upwind variable-speed and variable blade-pitch-to-feather-controlled turbine. The30
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NREL together with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is studying a tension leg plat-1

form for a floating wind turbine. Pretensioned mooring lines anchored to the seabed by suction2

piles [8] will connect the corners of the platform, designed for water depths from 60 m to 200 m3

and for a 5 MW turbine. The on board power plant consists of three combined cycle systems,4

as shown in Figure 1(a). Each one comprises a GT topping module and an ORC bottoming5

cycle unit. Figure 1(b) shows the layout of the combined cycle unit. The ORC turbogenerator6

recovers the heat from the exhaust gases of a gas turbine. The SGT-500 gas turbine is consid-7

ered as topping unit. This engine has been widely adopted and commonly installed on offshore8

platforms requiring high fuel flexibility and reliability. The turbine blades are uncooled. The9

engine employs two coaxial shafts coupling the low pressure compressor (LPC) with the low10

pressure turbine (LPT) and the high pressure compressor (HPC) with the high pressure turbine11

(HPT). The power turbine (PT) transfers mechanical power through a dedicated shaft to the12

electric generator (G1). Natural gas is the fuel used in the combustion chamber (CC). Table 113

reports the design-point specifications of the gas turbines as provided by the manufacturer for14

the C-version lunched in the 80’s.15

The ORC unit comprehends the single-pressure non-reheat once-through boiler (OTB), the tur-16

bine (T), the sea-water cooled shell-and-tube condenser (COND) and the feed-water pump (P).17

The working fluid is benzene (molecular weight 78.11 g ·mol−1, critical temperature and pres-18

sure 288.9 ◦C and 49.9 bar). This compound is widely adopted for operating ORC systems in19

this range of temperature, see, e.g., Colonna et al. [13]. The high resonance stabilization en-20

ergy of the aromatic structure ensures its chemical stability up to 315 ◦C [3]. The saturation21

curve of benzene is positive (dry fluid). A shell-and-tube recuperator is added to decrease the22

energy contained in the superheated vapor exiting the ORC expander. The in-house simulation23

tool developed by Pierobon et al [39] is used to design the ORC unit. The software allows24

identifying the thermodynamic states at the inlet and outlet of each component applying basic25

energy and mass balances, once defined the boundary conditions. Subsequently, the design26

of the plant equipment is carried out automatically, ultimately leading to the evaluation of the27

chosen performance metrics. An iterative procedure, based on the genetic algorithm method28

explores the design space, looking for optimal design configurations. Table 2 reports the main29

parameters assumed for the considered ORC system, according to the described methodology.30
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3. Methods1

This part of the paper gives an overview of the adopted modeling language, see Section 3.1.2

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present the models of the gas turbine and organic Rankine cycle unit.3

Section 3.4 describes the model of the wind farm used to calculate the power provided by the4

floating turbines.5

3.1. The modeling language6

The dynamic model of the power system is developed using components from existing7

Modelica packages [11]. Modelica is an object-oriented modeling language that allows build-8

ing dynamic models using an equation-based modular approach.9

The gas turbine sub-system model is built by exploiting basic components included in the10

ThermoPower library [11]. The model of the ORC system adopts software objects from the11

Modelica ORC package [12], with suitable adaptations regarding the heat transfer coefficients12

and flow configuration in the once-through boiler.13

3.2. The gas turbine14

Figure 2 shows the Modelica object diagram of the gas turbine. Compressors and tur-15

bines are multi-stage machines modeled as zero-dimensional components using steady-state16

off-design characteristics. The low and high pressure compressors are modeled based on maps17

of axial compressors provided by Kurzke [25]. These maps, originally from Carchedi and18

Wood [10], use tables that state values for flow coefficient, pressure ratio, isentropic efficiency19

and speed of revolution for the complete operating range. The maps are scaled following the20

methodology proposed by Kurzke [26]. The equation proposed by Stodola [44] is employed21

for modeling the low pressure, high pressure and power turbines. This equation expresses the22

relation between the inlet and outlet pressure of the expander with the mass flow rate and the23

turbine inlet temperature in off-design conditions. The turbine off-design efficiency is predicted24

with the correlation proposed by Schobeiri [42].25

The combustion chamber (CC) unit is built assuming complete and adiabatic combustion pro-26

cess. In the component, mass and energy conservation are expressed including the dynamic27

terms. As suggested by Camporeale et al. [9], the mass and the internal energy are computed28

using the thermodynamic properties of the combustion products exiting the burner. Further-29

more, it is assumed that the combustion process and the mixing action take place at constant30
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volume. This parameter is set according to the data provided by the gas turbine manufacturer.1

The pressure drops are lumped in an external device. In off-design conditions, a quadratic de-2

pendence to the volumetric flow rate is assumed.3

The shaft dynamic balance is used to model the dynamics of each spool. The values of the4

inertia of the rotating masses (shaft, blades, generator) are set according to data provided by5

the gas turbine manufacturer. The part-load performance of the electric generator is predicted6

using the equation proposed by Haglind and Elmegaard [16], where the electric efficiency in7

off-design is evaluated as function of load and copper loss fraction. Figure 2 shows (on the8

topside) the control system of the SGT-500 engine as given by the manufacturer. The compres-9

sors are not equipped with variable inlet guide vanes. The load of the engine can be adjusted10

by varying the opening of the fuel valve. The reader can refer to Pierobon et al. [37] for an11

in-depth description of the control system blocks. The cited reference presents also the valida-12

tion of the dynamic model of the SGT-500 engine based on data provided by the gas turbine13

manufacturer. The off-design steady-state behavior of the gas turbine model is compared to the14

part-load characteristics given by the manufacturer in 10% and 100% range. The mass flow15

rate and temperature of the exhaust gases, fuel mass flow rate and pressure in the combustion16

chamber are considered. The quantity showing the larger mismatch is the mass flow rate of the17

combustible. The relative error is about 3% for loads larger than 60% and it increases up to18

15% when the load decreases to 10%. Based on these results, the developed gas turbine model19

is able to reproduce both the steady-state and the dynamic behavior of the components with20

reasonable accuracy, over the entire range of loads encountered during real operation [37].21

3.3. The organic Rankine cycle system22

The once-through boiler, shown in the object diagram of Figure 3, is implemented by com-

bining basic ThermoPower modules. Figure 4 shows the 1D flow models for the gas side (top)

and fluid side (bottom of the figure), and the 1D thermal model for the tube bundle (middle).

The exchange of thermal power is modeled with so-called 1D thermal ports (in orange in the

figure). The counter-current model establishes the topological correspondence between the

control volumes on the tube walls, and the control volumes on the gas flow model. The tube

metal wall of the boiler is modeled by a 1D dynamic heat balance equation, discretized by

finite volumes. The flow models contain one-dimensional dynamic mass and energy balance

equations, discretized by the finite volume method, assuming a uniform pressure distribution.
8



The relatively small friction losses are lumped in an external component. The pressure drops in

off-design conditions are estimated assuming a quadratic dependency with the volumetric flow

rate. The thermal resistance in the radial direction and thermal diffusion in the axial direction

are neglected due to the relatively small contribution, as described by Casella et al. [12]. The

heat transfer coefficient between the gas and the outer pipe surface is much lower than the one

between the inner pipe surface and the ORC working fluid. Therefore, the overall heat transfer

is essentially dependent on the flue gas side only.

The heat transfer coefficient at the interface between the flue gas and the metal wall, in off-

design conditions, is evaluated with the relation proposed by Incropera et al. [20]

h = hdes

(
ṁ

ṁdes

)n

, (1)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient, ṁ the mass flow rate, and the subscript “des” refers to

the value at nominal operating conditions. The variable n, taken equal to 0.6, is the exponent

of the Reynolds number in the heat transfer correlation. The thermal interaction between the

wall and the working fluid is described by specifying a sufficiently high constant heat transfer

coefficient.

The turbine is modeled as an equivalent chocked de Laval nozzle. The throat flow passage area

is the sum of the throat areas of the nozzles that constitute the first stator row. An isentropic

expansion is assumed from the inlet section to the throat, where sonic conditions are attained.

The corresponding system of equations is listed below.
sin = s(pT,in,TT,in)

hS,th = hT,in(pT,in,TT,in) −
1
2
· c (hS,th, sin)2

ṁ = ρS,th(hS,th, sin) · c (hS,th, sin) · Ath ,

(2)

where sin is the specific entropy at the turbine inlet. The subscripts “S,th” and “T,in” indicate

static conditions in the throat section and total conditions in the expander inlet section (i.e. to-

tal inlet pressure pT,in and total temperature TT,in), respectively. The specific enthalpy and the

speed of sound are named h and c. The variables ṁ, ρ and Ath are the mass flow rate through

the nozzle, the density and the flow passage area. The throat passage area is a fixed parameter

obtained from the design calculation. Equation 2 relates to the mass flow rate and the turbine

inlet conditions at part-load. The off-design isentropic efficiency is predicted with the correla-

tion proposed by Schobeiri [42].
9



The recuperator is modeled by the counter-current connection of 1D ThermoPower modules,

much as the once-through boiler, see Figure 4. The heat transfer on the vapor side dominates.

Therefore, the overall heat transfer coefficient is taken equal to that at the interface between

the organic vapor and the metal wall. The overall heat transfer in off-design conditions and the

pressure drops are modeled as for the once-through boiler.

The condenser is trivially modeled as a fixed pressure component. This assumption is justified

considering the large availability of sea-water. The cooling circuit can thus be controlled in

such a way that the condenser pressure is nearly constant. For simplicity, the condensate is as-

sumed to leave the component in saturated conditions (no subcooling) with no pressure losses.

The pump model is based on a head-volume flow curve derived by fitting the data of an exist-

ing centrifugal pump designed for similar volumetric flows and heads. The curve, given as a

function of φ = ṁ/ρ · ρdes/ṁdes and the rotation speed of the shaft N, is expressed as

H = Hdes ·
(
b1 + b2eφ

)
·

(
N

Ndes

)2

, (3)

where H is the head, b1 = 2.462, and b2 = −0.538. The exponential functional form is selected1

in order to result in a monotonic relation. This formulation increases the model robustness2

compared to polynomial expressions. The isentropic efficiency of the pump is expressed as3

a function of the coefficient F = φ · Ndes/N, using the methodology proposed by Veres [46].4

The off-design electric efficiency of the ORC generator is calculated similarly to the gas tur-5

bine generator. The electro-mechanic efficiency of the pump motor is evaluated by assuming6

a quadratic dependency on the ratio between the actual load and its nominal value. Figure 37

shows also the ORC control system, consisting of a proportional-integral (PI) controller. This8

component adjusts the speed of the pump to maintain the temperature at the inlet of the ex-9

pander (TIT in Figure 3) equal to the design-point value (S P T IT in Figure 3). This strategy,10

currently used in ORC turbogenerators [12], ensures safe activities by tracking the hottest fluid11

temperature of the thermodynamic cycle.12

The model of the ORC system is made of software objects acquired from a library that was de-13

veloped to model a 150 kW ORC turbogenerator using toluene as the working fluid. This was14

successfully validated for dynamic operation against experimental data [12]. The model of the15

bottoming cycle unit is, therefore, deemed reliable, considering the similarity of the application16

at hand with the one presented in the cited reference.17
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3.4. The wind farm1

Figure 5 reports the wind speed probability curve. The data are representative for the North

Sea. A wind speed of 9 m · s−1 is chosen as average wind speed, since it has the highest proba-

bility of occurrence, equal to 0.35, as shown in Figure 5. The turbulent wind is created by the

IEC Turbulence Simulator in the WAsP Engineering model using the Mann model [29]. The

turbulence intensity, It, is calculated using the normal turbulence model [21], as following

It =
Iref(0.75 · V + 5.6[m/s])

V
, (4)

where V is the wind speed velocity in m·s-1 and Iref = 0.14 is the expected value of the turbulence2

intensity at a wind speed of 15 m · s−1 for medium turbulence characteristics [21]. Hence, at3

9 m · s−1, It results equal to 0.19.4

Considering a NREL 5 MW wind turbine, the output power is calculated by the aeroelastic5

code Flex5 [35]. This code is widely used in the industry to model the dynamics of the wind6

turbine and monopile foundation. The aerodynamic loads on the blades are calculated by the7

unsteady blade-element-momentum (BEM) method.8

The wind instantaneous speed and the power production of the wind generator are obtained for9

one hour, considering a time step equal to 0.02 sand processed as described in Section 4.2.10

3.5. Economic evaluation11

The economic evaluations are based on the net present value (NPV) method. The NPV is12

calculated considering the equipment lifespan n, the interest factor q, the total investment cost13

ITOT and the annual income Ri. Moreover, Ma is a non-dimensional factor that accounts for14

operating and maintenance costs.15

NPV =
n∑

i=1

Ma
Ri

(1 + q)i − ITOT . (5)

The major sources of annual incomes are associated with the fuel savings and with the avoided

CO2 taxes, respectively named Rng and RCO2, evaluated as

Rng = cngvst∆ṁnghu , (6)

RCO2 = cCO2∆ṁCO2hu , (7)

11



where cng is the price of natural gas, vst is the fuel specific volume calculated at 15 ◦C and1

1.013 bar, ∆ṁng is the fuel saving and hu represents the capacity factor in h/yr. In eq. (7), cCO22

represents the carbon dioxide tax and ∆ṁCO2 is the avoided CO2 emission.3

4

3.6. Reliability analysis5

In the reliability analysis the reliability of a single component R(t) is defined as the probabil-

ity that it does not fail in a considered time range t, assuming that it is working at the beginning

of that time interval [15]. Generally, R(t) can be calculated using the failure rate λ, as shown

in eq. (8) [41]. A parallel system configuration can work as long as not all components of the

system fail. Conceptually, in a parallel configuration the total system reliability is higher that

the reliability of any single system component. The reliability of a system placed in a parallel

configuration R(t)parallel can be evaluated follow eq. (9) [15], where n is the number of installed

components. Meanwhile, a series system is a configuration such that, if any one of the system

components fail, the entire system fails. Conceptually, a series system is one that is as weak as

its weakest link [41]. The reliability of a series system R(t)series is evaluated based on eq. (10),

where m is the number of components set in series. Moreover, the failure rate of the entire

system is equal to the sum of the components failure rates. Meanwhile eq. (11) evaluates the

reliability of a redundant-parallel system consist of l components, supposing a perfect switch

between the different conditions [15].

R(t) = e−λt (8)

R(t)parallel = 1 −
n∏

i=1

(1 − Ri(t)) (9)

R(t)series =

m∏
i=1

Ri(t) (10)

R(t)redundant−parallel = e−λt · (1 + 2λt +
(λt)2

2!
+ · · · +

(λt)l − 1
(l − 1)!

) (11)

While a full reliability analysis is out of the scope of this paper, a few simplified considerations6

wil be done in section 4.1.1 regarding the system reliability, following the existing literature7

which provides statistical information on the components failure rates.8
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4. Results and discussion1

Section 4.1 presents the simulation results used to identify the maximum wind power in-2

stallable on-board. The selection criteria are the standards specified for offshore stand-alone3

electric grids. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 analyze the plant flexibility and the energy savings during4

the wind power fluctuations.5

4.1. The maximum allowable wind power6

The electric power required by the oil and gas platform is assumed constant and equal to7

30 MW. This nominal demand is a reasonable figure for offshore facilities in the North Sea8

[33]. The power system on board (three combined cycle units) has a total installed capacity9

of 64 MW. Two combined cycle units run at a time covering 50 % of the load each. The10

third unit is on stand-by. Having an excess power capacity allows the platform operator to: i)11

minimize the risk of failure of the plant and causing a halt of oil production, and ii) cope with12

possible variations in the power demand during the reservoir lifetime. This plant arrangement13

is commonly adopted in offshore power stations in order to enhance the system reliability and14

ensure the necessary reserve power for peak loads. The sudden loss of wind power is the15

worst possible scenario the plant has to withstand without compromising the functionality of16

the power system. The scenario implies that the wind turbines provide their maximum power17

output and the two combined cycle plants supply the remaining power until 200 s, when, in 1 s,18

the wind power production drops to zero. As a consequence, the GT+ORCs have to increase the19

load to match the total power demand and stabilize the grid frequency. The maximum absolute20

frequency change has to be lower than 5 %, as imposed by the NORSOK standard [34]. This21

dynamic metric is thus used to identify the maximum wind power Ṗn installable on board.22

The possible scenarios are:23

• case 1: one wind turbine installed (Ṗn= 5 MW),24

• case 2: two wind turbines installed (Ṗn= 10 MW),25

• case 3: three wind turbines installed (Ṗn= 15 MW).26

Figure 6 shows the frequency dynamics for the three test cases. The plot reports also the max-27

imum allowable undershooting (red dotted line). All curves exhibit an undershooting, caused28

13



by the increased load demand. Figure 6 demonstrates that case 3 is not feasible as the fre-1

quency exceeds the prescribed threshold. Therefore, the integration of three wind turbines is2

not acceptable for the stability of the grid. The second dynamic metric used to compare the3

three cases is the rise time. This quantity is defined as the time required for the frequency to4

return back to 99 % of the value at steady-state (50 Hz). Case 1 and 2 present faster responses5

than case 3, with a rise time of 2 s and 8 s, respectively. Case 3 presents a rise time of 11 s,6

as visible in Figure 6. Two wind turbines are installable since they can supply one third of7

the electric load on the platform (30 MW) without compromising the stability of the electric8

grid.The optimal ratio strongly depends on the: i) maximum frequency tolerance, ii) control9

system of the gas turbine, and iii) size of the wind turbine. The results obtained in this paper10

are generally applicable to the North Sea region given the selected grid specifications and the11

adopted offshore wind turbines.12

Figure 7 shows the trend of the temperature at the inlet of the ORC expander during the loss13

of the wind powerin the three analyzed cases.This variable is of paramount importance, being14

closely related to the maximum temperature reached by the ORC working fluid. Its thermal15

stability is a major concern in the design of ORC systems. The fluid decomposition can com-16

promise the integrity and the performance of the components. The plot demonstrates that the17

peak value of the temperature in case 2 is equal to 314.9 ◦C. This is acceptable for the thermal18

stability of benzene. Andersen et al. [3] demonstrated that the decomposition is negligible for19

operating temperatures lower than 315 ◦C.20

4.1.1. Plant reliability21

The sizing of the wind farm following the methodology described in section 4.1 allows to22

get an integrated system able to satisfy at each time the required load. Moreover, the power23

plant operation results independent from the wind turbines failures. From the definition of re-24

liability R(t) given in section 3.6, the platform power plant and the wind farm could be viewed25

as two different systems in a reliability analysis. Indeed, as previously described, in the case26

of the sudden loss of wind power the platform power plant is able to withstand without com-27

promising the functionality. An estimation of wind turbines and combined cycles reliability28

can be performed. The yearly failure rate λWT of each wind turbine can be set equal to 2.3829

(failures per year) according to Prez et al. [40], mainly related to faults in the electrical, control,30

sensors and hydraulic systems. This quite high value among data for wind turbines available31

14



in literature can be considered because larger wind turbines tend to fail more frequently than1

smaller ones [40]. The reliability of the overall wind farm in the analyzed case can be evaluated2

considering the wind turbines placed in a parallel configuration, because the wind farm results3

out of service when both the mills are broken. Thus, as described in section 3.6, the wind farm4

yearly reliability results equal to 0.177. The platform power plant operational configuration,5

shown in fig. 1, can be schematically considered as three series of two combined cycle (i.e.6

the series are combined cycle 1 and 2, combined cycle 2 and 3, combined cycle 1 and 3) set7

in parallel. The failure rate of each combined cycle λCC is set equal the gas turbine failure8

rate. The gas turbine critical failure rate per 106 hours is reported in literature between 460 and9

1700 according to statistical data on real machines [30]. Therefore, considering a low yearly10

GT failure rate equal to 4.03, the reliability of two gas turbines set in series results equal to11

3.16 · 10−4. For the entire platform power plant the reliability is equal to 0.013 and considering12

a perfect switching between configuration, due to the presence of the third GT+ORC combined13

cycle unit maintained in stand-by. Finally, the wind farm and the combined cycle reliability14

values could be evaluated considering more variables, as the electrical infrastructure generally15

split in three sub sections, e.g. export cables, inter-array cables and the offshore substation. The16

offshore substations are used to reduce electrical line losses and improve the overall electrical17

efficiency by increasing the voltage level from the collection system and then exporting the18

power. Moreover, they contains the necessary switching panels and other electrical facilities19

(e.g., power factor correction systems) [28].20

4.2. Plant flexibility21

This section aims at evaluating the capability of the power system to rapidly adapt to an22

electric grid with varying production of wind power. Given the results presented in Section 4.1,23

two wind turbines are connected to the grid. Figure 8 shows the production data of the two24

generators, named WT1 and WT2. The time range is equal to 200 s. This time is long enough25

to evaluate the dynamics of the integrated system. The values given in the plot are derived26

from the data computed as described in Section 3.4. The data collected for the first 30 minutes27

are used to reproduce the WT1 wind fluctuations. The data collected for the remaining time28

are used for the WT2. The production data are integrated in the plant model using a time-step29

of 1 s. The dynamics of the power system is also assessed for the three gas turbines without30

waste heat recovery unit. This allows quantifying the impact of the ORC units on the dynamic31

15



flexibility of the system. The two plant configurations under investigation are:1

• configuration A: the wind farm is coupled to three combined cycle units,2

• configuration B: the wind farm is integrated with three gas turbines.3

In both cases, two units run at the same time covering 50 % of the required power each. The4

third engine is on stand-by. The power demand on board is constant and equal to 30 MW in5

the two configurations. Figure 9(a) shows the power produced by the five electric generators6

connected to the grid (configuration A). The gas turbines and the ORC modules produce 62 %7

and 18 % of the total demand. The wind mill supplies the remaining 20 %. Figure 9(b) shows8

that the gas turbines have to cover around 80 % of the total required power as for configuration9

B.10

Figure 10 shows the frequency trends of the two configurations as a function of time. The11

presence of the organic Rankine cycle units reduces the small frequency oscillations compared12

to the use of two gas turbines alone. On the other hand, the maximum frequency variations13

are higher in case of ORCs installation. Figure 11 reports the mechanical power produced by14

the topping and bottoming units, i.e., Ṗm,GT A and Ṗm,ORC, considering configuration A, and15

the mechanical power produced by the gas turbine, i.e., Ṗm,GT B, considering configuration B.16

The reported data refer to one combined cycle unit in configuration A and to one gas turbine in17

configuration B.18

The plot pinpoints that the fluctuations of wind power do not influence the power produced by19

the ORC turbine. The maximum Ṗm,ORC variation is lower than 0.2 MW. This trend is due to20

the inertia of the heat transfer equipment included in the ORC turbogenerator. The GTs are21

thus responsible for satisfying the load demand and cope with the wind power variability.22

Figure 12 shows the variation of the mechanical power produced by the gas turbines with23

respect to the steady-state value for configuration A and B. In Figure 12, the area under the24

red and black curves is equal to 176 MJ and 191 MJ. These values are related with the kinetic25

energy stored into the rotating masses. The use of the ORC units enables reducing the variation26

of the mechanical power produced by the gas turbines, but it reduces the kinetic energy stored27

in the system. This smooths the dynamics of the fuel valve and reduces the smallest oscillations28

of the frequency. Note that the manufacturer designed the control system for the operations of29

the sole gas turbines. The implementation of the ORC turbogenerators may require a further30

16



tuning of the controller, thus improving the system dynamics. Moreover, the reliability of the1

system in configuration A could be a problem with respect to the system in configuartion B,2

due its more complexity. These aspects are, however, beyond the scope of the present work.3

All the presented results suggest that the ORC systems enable decreasing the amplitude of the4

valve regulation. For the given load change, the response of gas turbines in configuration B5

is quicker than in configuration A. Therefore, the integrated system in configuration A is less6

capable to follow the wind fluctuations compared to the plant in configuration B.7

4.3. Fuel savings and emission reduction8

Figure 13 shows the fuel consumption and the actual CO2 emissions of the two power sys-9

tems (configuration A and B). The CO2 emissions are calculated according to [11], assuming10

perfect combustion and no heat losses to the environment. Thedifference between two config-11

urations demonstrates that the implementation of the waste heat recovery systems can reduce12

the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by more than 15 %. Namely, the use of ORC units13

(configuration A) enables the saving of more than 60 kg of fuel and more than 160 kgof CO2 in14

a time period of 200 s.15

An economic assessment is possible based on the fuel and CO2 savings. The NPV method (de-16

scribed in section 3.5) is used to assess the economic feasibility of the waste heat recovery units17

and wind mill. Based on information provided by the platform operator, reasonable figures for18

the discount rate and the life-time of the investment are 6 % and 30 years. The operating and19

maintenance costs are also accounted with an appropriate coefficient (Ma in section 3.5 set20

equal 0.9). The two sources of annual incomes are associated with the fuel savings and with21

the avoided CO2 taxes respect to the use of gas turbines only. A fuel price of 0.09 $ · Sm-3 and22

a carbon dioxide tax of 55.9 $ · t-1 [32] is assumed. The yearly demand of electricity is calcu-23

lated assuming a constant duty of 30 MW and a capacity factor of 7000 hours per year. The24

investment cost of the wind turbines per unit of power is equal to 5 $/W [14], while a specific25

price of 3 $/W is considered for the ORC units. The evaluated NPVs are equal to 5.85 M$ and26

3.05 M$ for configuration A and B.27

Figures 14 and 15 show the net present value for configuration A and B as a function of the28

fuel price and CO2 tax. The horizontal axis reports the fuel price as a percentage of base case29

fuel price (100 % correspond to 0.09 $ · Sm-3). In particular, fig. 15 shows the effect of CO2 tax30

increase in comparison with the reference CO2 tax value scenario, while fig. 14 presents the ef-31
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fect of the CO2 tax decreasing. In fig. 15 the solid lines refer to the tax scenario in the base case1

(named respectively base case-configuration A and base case-configuration B). The dotted and2

dashed lines refer respectively to a no-tax scenario and to a 50 % tax scenario for the considered3

configurations. Similarly, the solid lines in fig. 14 refer to the base case tax scenario, while the4

dotted and dashed lines present respectively the results of an increase of the 50 % and of the5

100 % of the CO2 tax. The plots show how configuration A becomes more convenient with6

respect to configuration B when the fuel cost increases. However, in a no-tax scenario or in the7

case of a low fuel price, configuration B is more attractive, due to the high investment cost of8

the ORC units. As reported in Figure 15, increasing the carbon tax price give an opposite trend:9

the NPV achievable using configuration A are higher than using configuration B also for cheap10

fuel scenarios.11

5. Conclusions12

This paper presents a dynamic study of a novel offshore power system for oil and gas plat-13

forms. More in detail, the power system on board consists of three gas turbines each one14

equipped with an organic Rankine cycle turbogenerator. Wind mills are also connected to the15

stand-alone electric grid to reduce the fuel consumption and pollutants. The platform consid-16

ered as case study has a nominal electric power demand of 30 MW, and it is located in the North17

Sea. A dynamic model of the power system is developed in the Modelica language using com-18

ponent models from validated libraries. The first aim of the paper is the evaluation of maximum19

allowable wind power for which the stability of the platform electric grid is not compromised.20

The considered wind turbines have a design capacity of 5 MW and they are sized and modelled21

on NREL offshore reference generators. While, the second aim of the study is to assess the im-22

pact of the ORC turbogenerators on the dynamic flexibility of the power plant.The simulations23

suggest that the wind millsshould cover not more than one third of the power consumption24

in nominal conditions. The model allows also estimating the fuel consumption and the CO225

emissions. The net present value method demonstrates the economic feasibility of the waste26

heat recovery units and wind mill. The results suggest that the use of the ORC units enables27

reducing the frequency fluctuations caused by the variability of the wind production, compared28

to the installation of the gas turbines alone. Conversely, the waste heat recovery system makes29

the plant slower due to inertia of the heat transfer equipment. It is advisable to obtain new30

18



control systems to tackle this issue and to cope with the extreme need for reliability. Future1

work will thus focus on the improvement of the gas turbine control system using model-based2

regulators, e.g., the model predictive control. Moreover, the use of an electric storage system3

could be a feasible solution to reduce the grid instability and to improve the efficiency of the4

overall integrated system.5
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Figure 1: Layout of the power system considered as case study. Figure 1(a) Integration of gas turbines, organic

Rankine cycle units and wind farm with the electric grid. 1(b) Combined cycle unit configuration.
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Figure 4: Modelica object diagram of the once-through heat exchanger model.
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Figure 9: Power of the electric generators connected to the grid as a function of time. 9(a): Two gas turbines, two

organic Rankine cycle units and the wind mill. 9(b): Two gas turbines and the wind mill.
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Figure 13: Fuel savings (13(a)) and carbon dioxide emissions (13(b)) of the gas turbines, the organic Rankine

cycle units and the wind mill (configuration A) and for the gas turbines and the wind mill (configuration B).
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Tables1

Table 1: Design specificationsprovided by the manufacturer for the twin-spool gas turbine considered as topping

unit.

Model Siemens SGT-500

Turbine inlet temperature 850 ◦C

Exhaust gas temperature 379.2 ◦C

Exhaust gas mass flow 91.5 kg · s-1

Electric power output 16.5 MW

Thermal efficiency 31.3 %
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Table 2: Design variables used to parametrize the dynamic model of the organic Rankine cycle system, obtained

as described in [39].

Component Parameters

ORC thermal efficiency 21.8 %

ORC power output 4.8 MW

Once-through boiler

Volume (cold side) 10.3 m-3

Volume (hot side) 51.5 m-3

Weight (metal walls) 45.4 t

UA-value 420.7 kW · K−1

Recuperator

Volume (cold side) 1.18 m-3

Volume (hot side) 13.24 m-3

Weight (metal walls) 10.23 t

UA-value 390 kW · K−1

Turbine

Throat flow passage area 0.040 m-2

Isentropic efficiency 81.6 %

Electric generator efficiency 98 %

Pump

Delivery pressure 2928 kPa

Inlet pressure 36 kPa

Isentropic efficiency 72 %
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